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Abstract
An essential aspect of smart city applications is how to obtain context data about their users and understand them.
Several works in the last decades have presented context recognition software architectures that can be applied in
smart cities. This study aims to overview the state of the art in distributed context recognition software architectures
suitable for smart cities and identify research opportunities. The researchers conducted a systematic mapping that
provides an overview of such architectures applied in the smart cities domain. This review focuses on the following
aspects of these approaches: decentralization, plugin support, resilience, data fusion, dynamic composition, privacy,
and security. The researchers searched for relevant papers using four search engines (ACM Digital Library, IEEE
Xplore, Scopus, and Springer Link). The papers returned by this search passed by a two-step filtering process: the
analysis of title, abstract, and keywords; and an analysis of sections that describe the proposed solution. The selected
papers include 87 works of the total 1977 papers returned in the search. The analysis of these papers has shown that
only a few works explored resilience, data fusion, security, and privacy, and fewer integrated these aspects in decentralized architecture with plugin support and dynamic composition. The development of architectures that integrate
these aspects is a research opportunity, especially those that present resilience and security-related mechanisms.
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1 Introduction
According to a recent United Nations report, most of the
world’s population live in cities (United Nations, Department
of Economic and Social Affairs - Population Division, 2018).
This large concentration of people in cities raises several challenges related to the economy, mobility, sustainability, security, governance, and quality of life. Therefore, cities should
be more intelligent to improve the quality of the services offered to their citizens (Nam and Pardo, 2011).
A smart city must integrate technologies, systems, services, and capabilities into an organic network (Albino et al.,
2015).In this context, the Information and Communication
Technologies (ICTs) are a crucial element that can provide
the necessary infrastructure to make this integration possible. The work of Talari et al. (2017) cites several applications using ICT in smart cities, such as smart parking, smart
health, surveillance systems, traffic management, water systems, and environmental pollution monitoring.
These applications may acquire and apply contextual data
to improve the experience of users (Morandi et al., 2016).
Context-aware applications can receive data from sensors,
perform inferences on these data to obtain higher-level context information, and use them somehow. Sensors are a valuable source of data about resources, places, services, users,
and contexts. Recently, there has been a remarkable growth
of digital devices, such as sensors, actuators, smartphones,
and smart appliances in cities (Rathore et al., 2016).
Because of the large number of commonly present sensors
in smart cities, the traditional approaches that connect applications directly to sensors become infeasible. Context-aware
specific software architectures are needed to manage sensor
data, generate high-level context data, and distribute them to
applications (Perera et al., 2013).

These architectures should make it possible that application maintainers can add new sensors as efficiently as possible. The information provided by these sensors can be fused
and analyzed to provide high-level context information.
Traditional centralized context-aware architectures applied to process the high amount of data provided by sensors
in smart cities can lead to performance bottlenecks. Cloud
computing technologies can provide high-performance computational resources that can fastly process this data (Al Nuaimi et al., 2015). Unfortunately, cloud computing services
processing this amount of data can lead to high latency and
high network traffic. Therefore, distributed and decentralized
architectures are desirable for context recognition in smart
cities. These architectures can use paradigms like fog computing and/or edge computing to decentralize and distribute
data processing on several physical nodes(Sánchez-Corcuera
et al., 2019).
Furthermore, cities are very dynamic and open environments. Applications in a smart city domain do not have to
deal with a controlled environment. Unexpected events can
lead to failures in sensors, communication links, servers, and
other devices. Components may depend on or interact with
each other in sophisticated ways, and transient errors that previously occurred in isolation can now quickly cascade into
failures throughout the whole intelligent system. Therefore,
context-aware architectures in smart cities should present
some degree of fault tolerance to mitigate the increasing potential for failure in their applications (Alegre et al., 2016).
There are several context recognition approaches presented in the literature (Nascimento et al., 2021). However,
the work of Perera et al. (2013) highlights that each technique has its strengths and weakness and that no one alone
can accomplish perfect results. Therefore, the best method
to tackle the problem of context recognition is to combine
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• an overview of distributed software architectures for
user context recognition in smart cities focused on the
analysis of the existence of decentralization, resilience,
plugin support, privacy, security, and fusion mechanisms;
• the identification of challenges, open issues, and the possibilities of future works related to context recognition
software architectures in smart cities.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 shows some concepts about smart cities and context
recognition architectures. Section 3 presents and discuss related works. Section 4 shows the systematic mapping study
methodology. Section 5 presents the analysis, categorization, and discussion of the selected papers. Finally, Section
7 presents some conclusions and future works.

2

Background

2.1

Smart Cities

There are many definitions of smart cities. Each one emphasise different aspects of what is a smart city. Several of them
are listed in Albino et al. (Albino et al., 2015) and analyzed
in the work of Fernandez-Anez (Fernandez-Anez, 2016). The
majority of these definitions are centered on people and that
a smart city must improve the citizens’ quality of life. The
economy is an important aspect, and a smart city should provide sustainable development. There are several smart city
initiatives around the world with different maturity levels and
different application domains. Most of them are in Europe1 ,
1 http://www.smart-cities.eu
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these models in such a way that they can complement each
other. Thus, an architecture should easily aggregate new context recognition models. Furthermore, the selection of these
models could be based on the situation and application needs.
This kind of capacity is called dynamic composition.
Security and privacy are important issues related to distributed context recognition systems. Malicious users can intercept user data sent through network connections. Therefore, distributed context recognition architectures should provide mechanisms to guarantee the privacy and ensure the security of transactions Perera et al. (2013).
Thus, decentralization, resilience, capacity to add new sensors and context recognition models as plugins, fusion mechanisms, and support to privacy and security are desirable requisites of context recognition architectures. This work systematically maps the computer science literature to investigate distributed context recognition architectures applied in
smart cities and analyze the application of the previously
stated requisites. This review is justified as it allows smart
city researchers and systems developers to learn how the previous five concepts have helped develop context recognition
architectures in the past. It also helps to understand how we
can apply those techniques to develop new solutions that efficiently take advantage of smart city infrastructures. Finally,
the identified gaps present future research directions.
The main contributions of this paper are:
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Figure 1. Generic architecture of a smart city (Silva et al., 2018)

North America2 , and Asia3 .
Technology, especially ICT, is a fundamental component
to provide the necessary infrastructure to improve the cities’
services. Sánchez-Corcuera et al. (2019) identify that the
most common architectures applied in these solutions are
cloud computing, fog computing and edge computing. These
architectures are complementary and can be implemented in
the same city to reduce network traffic and obtain betterbalanced computational resource usage. Some other fundamental technologies used in smart cities solutions have been
highlighted by Khatoun and Zeadally (2016): big data, IoT,
service-oriented architectures and cybersecurity architectures. IoT provides essential building components for smart
cities, mainly in data generation and transmission. Big data
approaches are often applied in managing huge amounts of
data generated by the IoT infrastructure. Service-oriented interfaces (e.g., Web services) can be used by applications to
obtain data from lower layers.
A generic architecture for smart cities has been presented
in Silva et al. (2018). The proposed architecture comprises
four layers (Figure 1).
Data collection is the primary responsibility of the sensing
layer. Physical sensors are common sources of data. Smart
cities’ solutions widely use physical sensors deployed in IoT
infrastructures (Talari et al., 2017). Smartphone sensors are a
widespread source of data as well (Nascimento et al., 2021).
Other data sources in smart cities include Web services, social networks, crowdsensing, and open data (Kon and Santana, 2016; Khatoun and Zeadally, 2016).
The obtained data are carried to the upper layers by the
transmission layer via various communication technologies.
There are several platforms that provide data collection and
transmission capabilities, such as FIWARE (Cirillo et al.,
2019) and KNoT (Batista et al., 2018).
The data management layer processes and stores valuable
information for service provision offered by multiple applications at the top layer. Context recognition approaches are applied in this layer to generate context information and make
it available for applications. Data protection is a crucial concern of any smart city. Thus security modules should be integrated into each layer.

2 http://www.fastcoexist.com/3021592/
the-10-smartestcities-in-north-america
3 https://hub.beesmart.city/en/strategy/en/
rising-asian-smart-cities-to-watch-in-2019-parttwo#:
˜:text=When%20people%20think%20of%20Asian,enabled%
20metropolises%20in%20the%20region
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2.2 Context Recognition
There are several definitions for context in computer science
literature (Bazire and Brézillon, 2005). In this work, we used
the definition of Dey & Abowd, where context is “any information useful to characterize the situation of an entity (a person, object, or place) that can affect the interaction between
users and systems” (Abowd et al., 1999).
(Attard et al., 2013) categorize context in three levels: raw,
interpreted and situation. Raw context is data provided directly by sensors and other data sources. Interpreted context
information is derived from raw data. It represents the information in a higher level of abstraction (e.g., activities such as
running or working, place types such as home or food establishment). Situations are combinations of interpreted context
patterns that can be viewed as static states associated with an
entity, and any state change is another situation (Gundersen,
2013). Thus, examples of situations include working, driving
to home, in a meeting.
The context management process consists of four phases
(Perera et al., 2013) : context acquisition (where the context data came from), context modelling (how context data
are represented), context recognition (how context data are
processed to generate high level information) and context
dissemination (how context information are distributed to
the consumers). A context recognition architecture must include components to perform activities related to all of these
phases.
Different data sources execute context acquisition. As
stated in Section 2.1, common raw context data sources in
smart cities are IoT sensors, smartphone sensors, Web services, and social networks.
The context recognition process obtains high-level context from low-level context. Computer science literature proposed different context reasoning mechanismsPerera et al.
(2013) based on machine learning techniques such as supervised learning (decision trees, Bayesian networks, support vector machines, artificial neural networks), unsupervised learning (clustering techniques, unsupervised neural
networks), rules, fuzzy logic, ontological reasoning and probabilistic reasoning (Dempster-Shafer, hidden Markov Models). Details about the usage of these mechanisms are not the
focus of this work but the organization of the different reasoning components in a software architecture.
Perera et al. (2013) also presents the most popular context modelling techniques: key-value pairs, markup schemes,
graphical, object based, logic based, and ontology based
modelling. . Some proposals use hybrid context representations, applying different techniques according to levels
(Machado et al., 2018).
Context dissemination provides methods to deliver context to the consumers. There two common methods used in
context distribution (Perera et al., 2013): query and subscription (also called publish/subscribe). A consumer requests a
query, and the context manager can use it to produce a result. In a subscribe method, a consumer specifies a set of requirements and can be notified periodically or when an event
occurs.
The focus of this work is the description of user context
recognition architectures. The user context concept used in
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this paper is related to the information exclusively related to
the user, such as user location or user activity in an urban
environment.

2.3 Software Architectures
This work focus on analyzing the software architectures of
context recognition subsystems in smart city solutions. Bass
et al. (2012) defines a software architecture as ”the set of
structures needed to reason about the system, which comprises software elements, relations among them, and properties of both.”
An important aspect to consider when analyzing software
architectures is their quality attributes. A quality attribute is
a measurable or testable property of a system used to indicate how well the system satisfies the needs of its stakeholders (Bass et al., 2012). Our analysis of context recognition
software architecture covers the following quality attributes
identified in the literature (Bass et al., 2012):
• Availability is a property of software related to its capacity to be ready to carry out its tasks when needed. This
attribute encompasses reliability and adds the notion of
recovery or resilience (the capacity of a software module to repair itself after a failure). We analyzed the resilience and fault-tolerance mechanisms present in context recognition architectures in Section 5.7.
• Interoperability is about the degree to which two or
more systems can usefully exchange meaningful information via interfaces. Context recognition architectures are part of more extensive context-aware systems
that consume the context information provided by them.
Thus, the interfaces provided by context recognition
subsystems are a crucial aspect related to their interoperability capacity. These interfaces are related to the
context distribution mechanisms discussed in Section
2.2. We present an analysis of context distribution approaches used by context recognition architectures in
Section 5.5 as well as how ontologies contribute to
improving the semantic interoperability of these interfaces.
• Modifiability is related to the cost and risk of changes
in software systems. It is a crucial aspect of context
recognition architectures in smart cities as these environments are very dynamic. These systems should adapt
to changes in the environment, such as new sensing capabilities and the necessity of new reasoning mechanisms to deal with these data. We present the modifiability aspect of selected context recognition architectures in Section 5.7 when analyzing the plugin support
of these solutions.
• Performance is about the ability of a software system
to meet timing requirements. Data derived from the urban data sources is characterized by heterogeneity, and
it typically is of big data scale (Moustaka et al., 2018).
Distributed reasoning mechanisms are frequently used
to process this high volume of data and achieve timing requirements(Al Nuaimi et al., 2015). This work selected only distributed context recognition architectures.
We consider both architectures that deal with distributed
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data and architectures that use distributed processing.
However, the processing time is not the only aspect related to performance in context recognition solutions in
smart cities. Latency is another crucial aspect of these
systems and is related to the latency of network communication infrastructures. Decentralized architectures can
reduce latency by providing processing nodes near devices that acquire data (Sánchez-Corcuera et al., 2019).
Section 5.7 discusses the application of decentralized architectures in the selected context recognition solutions.
• Security is the ability of a software system to protect
data and information from unauthorized access. We discuss in Section 5.6 the security and privacy mechanisms provided by distributed context recognition architectures in smart cities.
• Safety is about the software’s ability to avoid entering
states that cause or lead to damage, injury, or loss of life
to actors in the software’s environment. Context recognition solutions are not used directly by users and do not
act on the system. They are responsible for getting data
from their environments and reason about these data.
However, consumer applications can use context data to
decide what actions to perform. In this situation, context
recognition subsystems in smart cities fuse sensor data,
combining sensor data from multiple sensors to produce
more accurate, more complete, and more dependable information that could not be achieved through a single
sensor (Perera et al., 2013). We analyze and discuss sensor data fusion support in the selected context recognition architectures in Section 5.7.
The study presented in this work does not cover quality
attributes related to the usage of context data by applications
such as usability or ethics. Context recognition subsystems
are not used directly by users, and such quality attributes do
not apply to them.
Other important aspect related to software architectures
are patterns. Architectural patterns are ways of capturing proven good design structures, so that they can be
reused (Bass et al., 2012). We considered in these work 11
known architectural types listed in Bass et al. (2012): multitier, layered, service-oriented, broker, client-server, peer-topeer, publish/subscribe, shared-data, pipe-and-filter, microkernel, and map-reduce. We also considered the multi-agent
paradigm as a pattern, as several papers presented a multiagent approach to obtain and process context data.

3

Related Works

Recent surveys, literature reviews, and systematic mappings
analyzed context-aware research in the literature applied for
different domains. This section summarizes related works.
Perera et al. (2013) presents a survey that analyzed 50
context-aware projects conducted between 2001 and 2011.
The work used an evaluation framework composed of
20 items, including modeling, reasoning, distribution techniques, architectural pattern, dynamic composition, security,
and privacy analysis.
Li et al. (2015) presents a survey of context-aware middleware architectures from 2009 through 2015. Eleven selected
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papers were analyzed and compared based on technical parameters, including architectural pattern, context reasoning,
scalability, fault tolerance, context awareness level, security,
and privacy. The analysis shows that there is no contextaware middleware architecture that complies with all requirements.
The work of Roda et al. (2018) presents a systematic mapping that aims to analyze the existing context-aware architectures in different domains. A process of search and filter selected 463 papers published between 1999 and 2017.
Smart environments and healthcare are the domains of application of the identified architectures. The paper identified
that the most common architecture concepts are multilayered,
component-based, service-oriented, and multiagent. Multilayered architectures are common because they provide a
simple form to separate concerns, where each layer should
provide different functionality. Such functionalities are commonly implemented by combinations of other types, such as
multiagent systems services and components.
All works present further analysis of architecture patterns,
and two of them offer an analysis of security and privacy.
One paper presents an analysis of fault tolerance in contextaware architectures, and just one another presents an analysis of dynamic composition in these architectures. Therefore,
there are no works that overview distributed context recognition architectures in smart cities, highlighting decentralization, resilience/fault-tolerance, dynamic composition, fusion
mechanisms, and sensor management.

4

Systematic Mapping Study

A systematic mapping study is an approach designed to provide a comprehensive overview of a research area, where a
piece of evidence in a domain is plotted at a high level of granularity Kitchenham et al. (2007). It allows the identification
of research trends and areas for future studies. The study presented in this paper followed the steps that were proposed by
Petersen et al. Petersen et al. (2015): (i) definition of research
questions; (ii) searching for relevant studies; (iii) study selection; and (iv) data extraction and mapping.

4.1

Research Objectives

This systematic mapping study aims to investigate distributed software architectures to recognize user context related to the smart city domain. We focus on identifying software architectures that present a capacity to include new sensors/inference mechanisms through plugins and apply the
concepts of decentralization, resilience/fault-tolerance, dynamic composition, and context information fusion. We also
analyzed other characteristics of such solutions: architectural
patterns, data source usage, security & privacy support, context modeling techniques, context delivery approaches, validation methods, and research opportunities.

4.2

Research Questions

Aiming to support the research objective, we defined eight
Research Questions (RQ) presented below.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

RQ1:What is the distribution of works per year?
RQ2:Which are the most evident publication venues?
RQ3:Which architectural patterns are used?
RQ4:How context information is managed (acquisition,
modeling and distribution)?
RQ5:How do context recognition architectures deal
with security/privacy issues?
RQ6:How do context recognition architectures apply
the concepts of decentralization, resilience, dynamic
composition, context information fusion, and plugin
support?
RQ7:What validation methods do the works often employ?
RQ8:What are the research opportunities?

4.3 Search Strategy
Aiming to perform the search to answer our RQs, we
defined the following search string: (architecture OR
design OR framework OR component OR infrastructure OR specification OR middleware) AND (”contextaware” OR ”situation-aware” OR ”context-sensitive” OR
”environment-directed”) AND (user OR human) AND (”city”
OR ”smart environment” OR ”urban” OR ubiquit* OR pervasive ). It includes terms from the research objective, which
is the primary purpose of this mapping, words from the research questions, and synonyms.
We performed searches for primary studies using the following databases and search tools: ACM Digital Library,
IEEE Xplore, SpringerLink, and Scopus. The search string
has been applied in the titles and keywords of the articles
presented in the databases. Unfortunately, SpringerLink does
not have an option to restrict the search in title and keywords.
Because of this, the search performed on it was less restrictive.

4.4 Selection Criteria
To filter studies, we applied some inclusion and exclusion
criteria, enabling us to answer our RQs. We employed the
following inclusion (I) and exclusion (E) criteria:
• I1. The study is a scientific paper from conferences,
workshops, or journals related to Computer Science.
• I2. The study is published before 2020.
• E1. The study is not written in English.
• E2. The study is a short one, less than four pages.
• E3. The paper does not present a primary study.
• E4. The study is duplicated.
• E5. The study is an older publication from the same authors about the same approach.
• E6. The study does not present an architecture for a user
context-recognition system with a distributed context
recognition approach or acquire data from a distributed
sensor arrangement.
• E7. The full text of the primary study is not available.
• E8. The study does not present an approach that is not
domain-specific or applied to the smart cities domain.
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4.5 Selection of Studies
We conducted the systematic mapping study from July to
December 2020. The search string was applied to the four
search tools and obtained 1977 papers4 . During this phase,
we carried out two revision rounds. The first round comprehended filtering based on the metadata analysis like title, keywords, and abstract. As a result, we obtained 682 papers. We
went more in-depth in the second round, analyzing the introduction, conclusion, and other sections where the authors
explained their proposals. Finally, we got a total of 87 papers for extracting information to answer our RQs. To support all this process, we used Google Spreadsheets. The Table 1 presents the breakdown totals we got for each search
engine of each filtering phase.
Table 1. Number of results per database/search engine.

Search Tool
ACM DL
IEEE Xplore
Scopus
Springer Link
Total

Results
337
279
361
1000
1977

1st Filter
57
138
159
328
682

2nd Filter
03
15
22
47
87

Two researchers participated in the searching, selection,
data extraction, analysis, and synthesis stages. The first author made the searching, selection, data extraction, data analysis, and data synthesis tasks, and the second one revised
the obtained results. The authors had weekly meetings where
they could discuss the results of this study. There were no
conflicts about the selection of studies.

5 Discussion and Results
This section presents an analysis of papers and the answers to
each research question presented before. The subsection 5.1
presents an overview of the studies found, including references to all selected papers. The remaining subsections (5.2
to 5.9) are related to each one of the RQs, where papers were
explored and analyzed in order to answer them.

5.1 Studies’ Overview
First of all, we present, in Table 7 (Appendix A), a list with
the 87 selected papers. The table shows the papers’ references and publication venues.

5.2 RQ1: Distribution of Works per Year
Figure 2 presents a temporal distribution chart of the studies based on the year of publication extracted from each paper. We can observe that most works were published between
2006 and 2015.
There are a lower number of works from 2015. The work
of Roda et al. (2018) showed that there is a significant
amount of work on context-aware architectures since 2015.
4 The search on SpringerLink returned 10387 results. Because of the
enormous number of papers, just the 1000 most relevant ones have been
selected.
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Table 2. Number of papers published in the topmost publication
venues.
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Figure 2. Articles per year.

However, these architectures were not applied in a smart city
domain, are not distributed, or do not obtain data from a heterogeneous and distributed sensor arrangement (according to
E6 exclusion criteria).
There is also a trend in the development of smart city solutions that use edge (Khan et al., 2020) and fog (Javadzadeh
and Rahmani, 2020) computing paradigms. These two
paradigms are inherently distributed, and context-awareness
is one of the key requirements in these smart city infrastructures (Khan et al., 2020). There is a significant increase in research interest in smart city solutions based on fog and edge
computing after 2015. Therefore, future works can adapt contemporary context recognition architectures or develop new
ones that use edge and fog computing infrastructures.

5.3

RQ2: Most Evident Publication Venues

We extracted the name of the journal or conference where
each paper has been published. The Table 2 shows the top
publication venues. As we present in this table, around 21.8%
of the 87 selected papers are published in these publication
venues: Personal and Ubiquitous Computing, IEEE/IFIP International Conference on Embedded and Ubiquitous Computing, IEEE International Conference on Pervasive Computing and Communications, and IFIP International Conference on Distributed Applications and Interoperable Systems.
Fifty-six papers have been published in other journals and
conference proceedings. Each of these venues contains only
one of the analyzed papers, and because of this reason, we do
not show them in the table. However, the reader can check
these venues consulting the Table 7.

5.4
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RQ3: Most Used Architectural Patterns

In order to provide an overview of software architecture patterns used for building context recognition subsystems, we
analyzed the sections of the papers that described the architecture of each approach and extracted the architectural pattern used by each one. After going through all the 87 selected
papers, we have identified 11 different patterns listed in Table 3 along with the selected papers that apply them. The
patterns list used in this work is based on the list provided by
Roda et al. (2018). Notice that one pattern has been selected
by work. Some works applied more than one pattern, and the
most prominent has been selected. Multi-tier approach is the

Publication
Personal and Ubiquitous Computing
IEEE/IFIP Int. Conf. on Embedded and Ubiquitous Computing
IEEE Int. Conf. on Pervasive
Computing and Communications
IFIP Int. Conf. on Distributed
Applications and Interoperable
Systems
European Conf. on Smart Sensing and Context
Int. Conf. on Computational Science and Its Applications
Int. Conf. on Context-Aware
Systems and Applications
Int. Conf. on Grid and Pervasive
Computing
Int. Conf. on Mobile Data Management
Multimedia Tools and Applications

Type
Journal

Papers
6

Conference

5

Conference

4

Conference

4

Conference

2

Conference

2

Conference

2

Conference

2

Conference

2

Journal

2

most common used one, followed by multi-agent, layered,
service-oriented, broker and client-server approaches.
Multi-tier architectures focus on the decomposition of
the design into logical components. These architectures usually have components to obtain data from sensors, components to aggregate/fuse these data, and components to perform context reasoning and distribution. Distributed and heterogeneous sensors can be attached to them in a plug-andplay manner. However, most multi-tier architectures present
centralized components that aggregate context information
from context sources and provide interfaces for applications.
Some exceptions include the following works:
• Dey and Mankoff (2005) describe an architecture composed by three kinds of components: widgets, interpreters and mediators. There can be several instances
of each component, and a distributed arrangement of
the instances is possible. Widgets encapsulate access to
sensors and store context information. Interpreters apply reasoning approaches to context data, and mediators are responsible for dealing with ambiguity issues.
Widgets can receive data from physical sensors, other
widgets, or interpreters.
• Malandrino et al. (2010) show a framework that uses
a distributed profile management architecture. Three
components/modules are responsible for addressing
profile management: user profile management module, operator profile management module, and service
provider management module. These modules send profile data to a centralized context provider module that
aggregates the data and reasons on these data.
• Ranganathan and Campbell (2003) present an distributed architecture based on two types of components:
context providers and context synthesizers. Distributed
context providers are sources of low-level context data.
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Table 3. Papers per Architectural Pattern.

Arch. Pattern
Multi-tier

Multi-agent

Layered

Service-oriented

Broker
Client-server
Other

Papers
S2, S3, S5, S13, S14,
S18, S27, S31, S35, S38,
S40, S50, S56, S60, S67,
S69, S70, S74, S77, S78,
S83, S84
S4, S10, S15, S21, S26,
S28, S32, S37, S39, S41,
S45, S47, S49, S54, S64,
S68, S82, S86
S1, S6, S11, S19, S20,
S36, S48, S51, S52, S57,
S71, S72, S76
S30, S33, S34, S44, S46,
S61, S62, S63, S65, S80,
S87
S24, S42, S43, S53, S55,
S59
S9, S12, S16, S17, S23,
S79
S7, S8, S9, S12, S16,
S17, S22, S25, S29, S58,
S66, S73, S79, S81, S85

Total
22

18

13

11

6
6
15

Context synthesizers generate high-level context information from context obtained by one or more context
providers. Applications can obtain context data from
providers, synthesizers, or both.
• Efstratiou et al. (2001) present an architecture where services provide context data. A context discovery component can detect available context services and access them. Agents encapsulate context inference mechanisms and can be plugged into the platform to incorporate new context recognition capabilities into the system.
• Ryu et al. (2007) show an architecture where context
sources are distributed in several mobile and wearable
devices. Context widgets are the data sources deployed
in each device. A distributed process aggregates these
data. Devices develop a local aggregation, and a coordinator aggregates data from each device. The coordinator
is responsible to made context information available to
applications.
A multi-agent architecture is composed of agents that can
interact to complete a set of tasks. Agent-based architectures
are inherently distributed. In general, the analyzed multiagent architectures can be grouped in the following categories:
• Teams composed of a fixed number of agents with reasoning capabilities. Each agent performs a different role
in the context recognition process. Specific distributed
wrapper agents can get data from sensors or other context data sources. Most analyzed multi-agent architectures are organized in this manner (S4, S10, S15, S26,
S28, S32, S37, S39, S45, S47, S49, S54).
• Multiple and distributed agents are organized in a hierarchy. Agents at the top receive requests from applications Agents in lower levels can obtain data from con-
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text sources and process them. This kind of architecture
has been applied in the following works: S41, S82, S86.
• Society of agents where each one has a partial view of
the context information. Each agent has inference mechanisms and can exchange context knowledge with other
agents. Therefore, the context knowledge is distributed
over all agents. There are rules and social laws that define how agents can communicate and exchange knowledge. Only three works presented such kind of agent
organization (S21, S64, S68).
Layered architecture is an architecture where a different
layer performs each context recognition step. These layers
can be deployed in a centralized server or can be distributed
on several devices. Common layers found in the majority of
works are:
• Sensing layer, Perception layer, or Acquisition layer,
that aims to get data from sensors and other raw context
sources.
• Aggregation layer that is responsible for aggregating
and fuse data from multiple data sources. After receiving the context data from diverse sources, the context
aggregation layer would clean, pre-process, and apply
sensor data fusion techniques to provide accurate and
reliable context data to be processed further.
• Inference or Reasoning layers that are one or more layers responsible for applying inference techniques to recognize high-level context. This process can be divided
into two or more layers and can be distributed and executed in parallel.
In service-based architectures, services encapsulate context acquisition and inference. We identified four types of
services organizations among the analyzed works:
• Distributed Web services perform context acquisition
from sensors and other data sources. Centralized Web
services process these data and recognize the high-level
context (see works S46, S61, S62, S65, and S87). The
work of Yang et al. (2009) (reference S65) also includes
an approach that selects a localization service based on
the detected user context.
• Distributed Web services are organized in logic layers.
Usually, web services for obtaining raw data from sensors are in the lowest layer, while services that can
recognize high-level context are in the higher layers
(see works S34, S63, and S80). There is no centralized
service responsible for recognizing context. Bernardos
et al. (2010) present a particular case where services are
located in mobile nodes that can exchange context information (see reference S63).
• Network of context provider services. These services
can contact each other to exchange context data. Services must register in a broker or service registry. This
broker or registry makes it possible that services can
find each other.
Broker architectures are characterized by a single access
point that intermediate the communication between applications and context providers. Context providers are modeled
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as plugins that can obtain raw data from sensors or have context inference capabilities. Plugins are different from agents
and services because they do not have autonomy and are not
distributed.
Client-server architectures use two types of component
types: clients and servers. Clients interact by requesting services of servers, which provide a set of services. The analyzed client-server architectures use clients deployed at mobile devices to access context reasoning and storage services
in servers. Servers in the cloud are the most common approach. These servers can use the high-capacity processing
power of the cloud to process raw context data.
Finally, the remaining works use five other different architecture patterns. These patterns include peer-to-peer, publish/subscribe, and pipe-and-filter architectures.
The analysis of existing works shows a logical organization of architectural components according to context life cycle: acquisition components and reasoning components. The
selected architectures logically organized these components
in a set of layers or tiers. This kind of organization allows a
clear separation of concerns between different components.
Acquisition components are often organized as plugins, so
that context recognition systems can easily add new sensing
capabilities. As stated before, distributed components, Web
services, and agents are the most common implementations
of acquisition components. Current smart city middlewares
such as FIWARE(Cirillo et al., 2019), Sentilo5 , OpenIoT6 ,
and Arrowhead7 provide service-based interfaces to provide
data from IoT and other smart cities data sources. Therefore,
a service-based architecture seems to be the most suitable to
be used in the acquisition process.
Few works present a distributed organization of reasoning components. Most architectures provide centralized inference modules that aggregate data from distributed acquisition components and reason about these data to infer highlevel context. Service-oriented and multi-agent systems are
the most common paradigms in implementing distributed reasoning mechanisms provided by the selected works. These
paradigms are naturally distributed and can provide a decentralized processing mechanism. Registries can provide a
way to find services or agents that can provide some specific
reasoning capabilities. These selection mechanisms can also
provide mechanisms to select services or agents based on
quality parameters (Huebscher and McCann, 2006).
Therefore, a combination of architectural patterns can provide the necessary separation of concerns and distribution of
processing. Examples of such architectures are:
• layered architectures that logically organized a set of
distributed services that provide acquisition capabilities
from an IoT infrastructure and reasoning mechanisms to
infer high-level contexts;
• multi-tier architectures where reasoning agents reason
about low-level context data provided by Web services
interfaces of smart city middlewares.

5.5

6 http://www.openiot.eu/
7 https://arrowhead.eu/1492

RQ4: Management of Context Information

As shown in section 2.2, context information have a fourstep life cycle. We analyze sections of papers that describe
in more detail the context information management process
(acquisition, modeling, reasoning, and distribution). We extracted information about three aspects related to the context
life cycle in the analyzed architectures:
• which context data sources are supported;
• how context has been modeled;
• what context distribution methods have been used.
Table 4 shows the context data source support per selected
papers. The context sources shown in the table are those
listed in Section 2.1. Note that the same job can use more
than one type of data source.
It is possible to see that physical sensors in IoT infrastructures, smartphones, or wearable devices are the most commonly supported by context recognition architectures. Physical sensors are the most crucial real-time context data source
in cities. Furthermore, as identified in Nascimento et al.
(2021), physical sensors are also the most common source
of raw data in context inference approaches.
We also analyzed how the data obtained from data sources
have been modeled in the selected architectures. The results
are shown in Table 5.
Even if several studies do not specify the model used, it is
possible to notice that models based on ontology are the most
popular. This fact agrees with many surveys in context-aware
computing and sensor data management, which showed that
ontologies are the preferred mechanism of managing and
modeling context.
There are several reasons to develop and use ontologies
in contrast to other modeling techniques. The most common reasons related to context recognition architectures are
to share a common understanding of information structure
among software components, analyze domain knowledge,
separate domain knowledge from operational knowledge, enable reuse of domain knowledge, and high-level knowledge
inferring (Perera et al., 2013). An ontology is an essential
tool in a distributed structure to capture consensual knowledge accepted and understandable by a group. Therefore, the
context knowledge can be easily shared and reused.
Finally, we analyzed as well how context information is
distributed to context consumers. Table 6 summarizes the results. Each paper was classified in one of four categories:
query, publish/subscribe, both (if both techniques were applied), or not specified (if the paper did not specify how the
context information has been delivered).
Query is the most used technique. The most complex
mechanisms use query languages. The languages used in the
analyzed solutions vary from general-purpose ones (such as
SPARQL and RDQL) to specific context query languages
(see S24, S43, S45, and S52).

5.6
5 https://www.sentilo.io/wordpress/
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RQ5: Security & Privacy Issues

As seen in the previous section, context recognition architectures in smart cities commonly use IoT devices and mo-
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Table 4. Papers per Data Source.

Data Sources
IoT

Smartphone

Wearable

Web services

Social Net.

Local DBs

Open Data
Crowdsensing
Other

Papers
S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8,
S10, S11, S13, S14, S15, S18,
S19, S20, S22, S24, S25, S27,
S28, S29, S30, S34, S35, S36,
S37, S38, S39, S40, S41, S42,
S43, S44, S45, S46, S47, S48,
S49, S50, S51, S52, S53, S54,
S55, S56, S57, S58, S59, S60,
S61, S62, S63, S64, S65, S66,
S67, S68, S69, S70, S71, S72,
S73, S74, S75, S76, S77, S78,
S79, S81, S82, S83, S84, S85,
S86, S87
S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8,
S9, S10, S12, S13, S14, S16,
S17, S18, S19, S20, S22, S23,
S24, S26, S29, S30, S33, S34,
S37, S38, S39, S40, S41, S43,
S44, S45, S47, S48, S49, S50,
S51, S52, S53, S55, S56, S58,
S59, S63, S64, S66, S67, S68,
S71, S72, S73, S75, S76, S77,
S78, S79, S80, S81, S82
S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8,
S13, S14, S17, S18, S19, S20,
S22, S24, S25, S29, S34, S37,
S38, S40, S41, S43, S44, S45,
S47, S50, S51, S55, S58, S59,
S63, S64, S66, S67, S68, S70,
S72, S73, S75, S76, S77, S78,
S79, S81, S82
S2, S7, S8, S20, S29, S30, S31,
S34, S40, S48, S55, S58, S66,
S69, S70, S80, S81, S82
S1, S2, S7, S8, S29, S34, S40,
S48, S49, S53, S55, S58, S66,
S69,S70, S82
S6, S10, S17, S21, S29, S34,
S37, S40, S44, S45, S55, S57,
S58, S69, S76
S2, S7, S8, S29, S34, S40, S48,
S55, S58, S66, S80
S2, S7, S8, S29, S34, S40, S52,
S55, S58, S66
S1, S6, S32, S34, S40, S55, S58
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Table 5. Papers per context modeling approaches.

Total
76

Model
Ontology

Markup
Key-value
Object-based
Logic-based
Graphical
Not specified
61

Papers
S1, S3, S6, S7, S8, S10, S11,
S13, S15, S16, S21, S24, S25,
S26, S28, S30, S31, S32, S34,
S35, S39, S41, S45, S46, S47,
S54, S58, S61, S62, S64, S65,
S66, S68, S69, S77, S82, S87
S22, S44, S51, S67, S81, S83
S2, S9, S55, S63, S70
S5, S12, S29, S33, S74
S4, S27, S40, S56, S59
S50, S71, S79
S14, S17, S18, S19, S20, S23,
S36, S37, S38, S42, S43, S48,
S49, S52, S53, S57, S60, S72,
S73, S75, S76, S78, S80, S84,
S85, S86

Total
37

6
5
5
5
3
26

Table 6. Papers per context delivery techniques.

Del. Tech.
Not spec.

47
Query

Both
18

16

15

11
10
7

bile/wearable sensors as raw data sources. These devices generate a considerable amount of data. These data are often not
centralized but distributed across different platforms or parties (data distributed in different devices owned by different
companies/organizations). Furthermore, cloud and fog computing are popular paradigms used in smart cities’ applications. These paradigms lead to context data transfer between
distributed nodes and distributed processing of these data.
In this situation, context recognition architectures need to
integrate these distributed data to provide high-level context
information. However, these architectures often deal with
personal user data, and the leaking of this information will

Pub./Subs.

Papers
S1, S4, S6, S7, S8, S9, S11, S13,
S14, S15, S17, S18, S19, S20, S21,
S22, S26, S27, S29, S31, S32, S38,
S40, S48, S49, S56, S57, S60, S62,
S65, S67, S69, S71, S73, S75, S77,
S82
S2, S3, S5, S10, S12, S16, S33,
S34, S36, S39, S46, S47, S54, S64,
S68, S70, S72, S79, S83, S84, S87
S23, S24, S28, S30, S41, S42, S43,
S44, S45, S50, S52, S55, S58, S61,
S63, S66, S74, S76, S78, S80
S25, S35, S37, S51, S53, S59, S81,
S85, S86

Total
37

21

20

9

be a considerable threat to the user’s privacy and security.
These privacy and security issues complicate integrating
distributed context data and a distributed processing of context data in a reliable way. Therefore, it becomes essential
for a distributed context recognition architecture to protect
users’ and entities’ private information when integrating the
distributed context data.
We read again sections of the papers that describe the proposed architectures and sections where security and privacy
strategies were described. We extracted information from
each paper about the usage technologies and approaches related to security and privacy. Only ten of the 87 analyzed
papers presented some security/privacy approach. The techniques applied in these approaches are summarized below:
• Authentication, where client applications authenticate
users to have access to context provider modules (S23,
S49, S51, S75). These modules can be context repositories deployed in cloud servers (S23, S45) or available in distributed modules with access to physical sensors or other raw data sources (S23, S51, S75). Thus,
user authentication mechanisms are implemented in applications and are outside context-recognition modules
or middlewares. An alternative that context-recognition
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subsystems can implement is the use of certificates to
control access to context databases in cloud servers or
distributed context providers (S23).
• Privacy and security policies specified by rules (S8,
S49, S63, S72, and S74). These rules define if a user,
application, or another context consumer can have full
access or partial access to some piece of information in a
given context. Rules can be defined using concepts and
relationships semantically defined in an ontology (S8)
or specific languages used to privacy policies specification (S72, S74). Specific protocols such as P3P8 are
an option to guide the authorization checking process
(S72).
• Cryptography and other network security approaches.
Context data and personal user information can be obfuscated using one-way hashing or encrypted by a twoway cryptography method (S1, S23, and S49). S1 uses
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) for context information storage. Some works apply data randomization
techniques and one-way hashing for personal information obfuscation during context data transfer (S1, S23).
• Other techniques, such as the execution of plugins in
a sandbox (S75) or an explicit validation of context
sources by applications (S52).

5.7

RQ6: Decentralized, Resilient, and Dynamic Composed Architectures with Fusion and Plugin Support Capabilities

The RQ6 led to an analysis of which papers presented an architecture with one or more of the five characteristics related
to this work ( decentralization, resilience, dynamic composition, plugin support, and context data fusion). We analyze the
sections describing the proposed architectures to extract the
presence or not of each characteristic and which technologies
each paper used in the implementation of these characteristics. Fifteen papers did not present any characteristics (S1,
S4, S5, S6, S11, S14, S15, S16, S17, S26, S35, S49, S70,
S71, S81).
The remaining 72 papers are presented in Figure 3. The
papers are arranged in a Venn diagram where each characteristic is shown as a set. Each work reference is presented
inside the areas corresponding to the intersection of related
characteristics.
A full reading of each of these 72 articles was carried out
to identify the five mentioned characteristics in each architecture. The results obtained are as follows:
• Plugin Support: it is a general characteristic of the analyzed architectures, presented in about 74 % of the 87
analyzed. These plugins include new data sources (usually physical sensors) and new reasoning capabilities attached to the architecture to improve its functionalities.
Web services, multi-agent systems, and plug-and-play
components are the leading technologies used to implement plugins.
• Decentralization: about 36 % of the analyzed architectures presented a decentralized process of context recognition. In general, these architectures use one of three
8 https://www.w3.org/P3P/
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arrangements of components: layered, peer-to-peer, or
registry-based. A layered organization contains upper
layer components or nodes responsible for receiving applications’ requests and contact components in lower
layers to obtain context information. Usually, these architectures use a two-layer organization, where the lowest layer obtains data from sensors and the highest layer
process these data to obtain high-level context information. In peer-to-peer organizations, distributed nodes obtain data from local sensors and process them to obtain
context information. Nodes can share their data in order
to improve their knowledge about the context. Registrybased architectures use a set of registries or directory
facilitators where context providers can subscribe. Applications access these registries in order to find context
providers.
• Dynamic Composition: around 25% of the works
present a solution that uses a dynamic and automatic
composition of inference mechanisms. The most common approach for dynamic composition is to select
context providers and reasoning mechanisms from a
query or context requirements specified by an application (S13, S24, S34, S42, S43, S44, S47, S50, S52,
S55, S61, S80, S87). The capabilities informed by each
provider/reasoner are crucial in this selection process.
It is possible to improve the selection process using
QoC parameters (S13, S42). Another approach consists of self-organization mechanisms, where nodes or
agents can announce their capabilities, discover other
nodes, and use a contract mechanism to organize contract chains or exchange knowledge to create advanced
and complex compound context recognition services
(S7, S8, S21, S25, S33, S64, S66). Finally, the other two
works use different composition approaches. S22 uses
an approach based on rules to select specific recognition
plans when some event occurs. In S59, applications and
other context consumers execute a multicast process to
identify and select context providers.
• Data Fusion: about 12% of the studied architectures
presented some fusion mechanism during the context recognition process. The works presented in S9
and S72 use a fusion approach based on a reliability/confidence index to resolve conflicts in data obtained from different context providers. S18 fuses sensor data from distributed homogeneous sources using
Dempster-Shafer’s theory to lead with inconsistent raw
data. Rules are applied to resolve conflicts and fuse context information in S31. The remaining works do not
present sufficient details about their fusion processes.
• Resilience: only 8% of the studies had any fault tolerance mechanism. The most used approach presents
an architecture where context providers can substitute
other equivalent ones in case of a failure (S28, S42, S52,
S82). Another approach uses context information sharing among distributed nodes or agents that make the architecture adaptable in case of a node failure (S24, S32).
The work presented in S62 used a self-configuring algorithm to generate adaptation in case of a sensor failure.
Of all the works, only 4 (4.6 %) have a combination of
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Figure 3. Venn diagram of articles per research area. The numbers after each areas’ names indicate the number of papers identified in each of them.

decentralized architecture, the possibility of adding sensors,
and resilience. We present a brief description of each work
below.
The work S24 (Geihs and Wagner, 2012) presents a middleware architecture proposal for context management designed to be used within a larger project called MUSIC ((SelfAdapting Applications for Mobile Users in Ubiquitous Computing Environments). The platform allows the addition of
new sensors and inference mechanisms as plugins. New sensors can be added in a on-thef-fly way, as they are discovered.
An automated mechanism enables or disables plugins according to the needs of the application. These plugins can be available in repositories and can be easily reused (so the architecture supports dynamic composition). The architecture allows
these plugins to be organized into distributed nodes. These
nodes can exchange context information with each other. Plugins are treated as services and selected by a negotiation process based on QoS (Quality of Service - Quality of Service).
The architecture does not have an apparent fault tolerance
mechanism (the distribution of context information on distributed nodes can guarantee some degree of resilience). It
also does not offer any precise mechanism for data fusion or

validation of context information. Also, the work does not
address any privacy or security issues.
S28 (Sebbak et al., 2010) features a multi-agent architecture integrated with a lower layer, composed of services responsible for obtaining data from sensors. Four categories of
agents compound the society: the context service agents, the
context aggregation agents, the context knowledge agents,
and the context inference agents. These agents use the directory agent to register services and search for a specific context service provider. The context service agent can acquire
contexts from OSGi services or directly from ubiquitous sensors located in the environment. Context services can provide
other agents with contextual knowledge, such as the user’s location or the weather in a specific location. The aggregation
agent is dedicated to the fusion of contextual knowledge collected from various context service agents. When a context
provider is unavailable, the aggregation agent can replace the
unavailable service with another similar service without suspending its behavior. The context knowledge agent stores the
context ontology and history of the contexts for later use. A
set of services organized in an OSGi structure obtain sensor
data. The architecture presented is decentralized, resilient,
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extensible by adding new sensors and allows data fusion to
form context information. However, the architecture does not
support dynamic composition.
S42 (Huebscher and McCann, 2006) features a middleware organized in four layers. The bottom layer consists of
physical sensors in an IoT infrastructure. The next layer consists of context providers (CPs) that aggregate and interpret
the raw data from one or more sensors. When a CP enters the
network, it announces itself to a directory service (DS). In the
first contact, the CP informs the DS of the type of context it
can provide and attaches QoC attributes’ values that describe
this provision. However, CPs are hidden from an application,
introducing an extra layer of abstraction, the context service
(CS). Context services retrieve context information from CPs
on behalf of applications. This abstraction layer is useful because if a different CP is better for an application than the one
currently used, the CS can adapt itself autonomously, changing to the best alternative without involving the application.
The quality of a context provider is assessed through a utility
function, informed by the applications. Another useful feature is that if a CP fails, it can be replaced by another related
to the same CS. A context service is responsible for handling
a specific context category. In short, the proposed middleware allows for some decentralization (several directory services can run in parallel), resilience, and dynamic composition. However, the architecture does not present a clear data
fusion mechanism.
S82 (Alvarez-Napagao et al., 2014) proposes an architecture that uses smart mobile devices (like smartphones) to
make possible the concept of human as a sensor. Thus, the
proposed work aims to: (i) improve the knowledge obtained
through data sources; (ii) detecting unexpected situations in
cities that can affect large groups of people; (iii) making services available to users who can exploit the knowledge generated (such as recommendation systems, for example). For
this, the work proposes an architecture called SUPERHUB.
This architecture has a semantic interpreter responsible for
providing context knowledge through RDF tuples. Internally,
several agents compound the semantic interpreter. Tracking
agents assign themselves an API or web service as a source
of context data and manage the receipt of data from them.
Work agents are responsible for aggregating tracker data and
producing RDF triples with high-level context knowledge.
These aggregation processes can be added or removed at
run time. All agents can be distributed. Another agent can
replace an agent that fails through an agent pool managed
by the semantic interpreter. Therefore, the architecture described has a certain decentralization level (although a centralized semantic interpreter stores the context information)
and resilience. Sensors can be added via new tracking agents.
Data fusion mechanisms can be included in worker agents,
although the architecture does not provide anything specific.
Besides, no dynamic composition mechanism is envisaged.

5.8

RQ7: Validation Methods

To answer RQ7, we read the evaluation section of each paper
to extract the validation types realized by each approach in
the set of papers. The classes of validation were based on the
classes presented in Machado et al. (2018). The classes of
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validation are:
• Observational Study is an unobtrusive method of gather
observations to support a hypothesis, often taken by a
survey statistically. Five of the analyzed papers used an
observational study for validation: S3, S24, S43, S56,
S70.
• Simulation is the method that uses software to generate
data to mock a behavior in the real world. The works
S11, S19, and S28 use simulations to validate their proposals.
• Case Study is the treatment of one or more determined
cases and the collection of data generated by the approach. It is the most used approach identified in 26
papers: S2, S4, S5, S8, S10, S12, S14, S21, S22, S25,
S26, S27, S30, S32, S34, S35, S36, S45, S50, S53, S54,
S55, S59, S62, S68, and S76.
• Experience Report is the treatment applied to one specific case, but no particular effort is applied in controlling the context. Papers S9 and S17 use this validation
approach.
• Experiment is an execution applied under control to observe the effects, usually using a dataset. The behavior of the system is measured and statistically validated.
Four papers use an experiment for validation: S7, S73,
S86, and S87.
Twenty-one papers used other validation methods (S1,
S18, S23, S29, S31, S33, S39, S40, S41, S44. S52, S61, S63,
S66, S77, S78, S81, S82, S83, S84, S85). The most used one
is the implementation of applications to demonstrate the potential of a framework or middleware. Twenty-six papers do
not present any validation descriptions (S6, S13, S15, S16,
S20, S37, S38, S42, S46, S47, S48, S49, S51, S57, S58, S60,
S64, S65, S67, S69, S71, S72, S74, S75, S79, and S80).

Other
24,1%

No Validation
29,9%

Experiment
4,6%
Experience Report
2,3%

Observational
5,7%
Simulation
3,4%

Case Study
29,9%

Figure 4. Validation methods used in the analyzed works.

Figure 4 summarizes the use of validation methods among
the analyzed papers. Case study is the most popular method.
However, there are a high number of possible scenarios of application for a context recognition architecture. Besides that,
several works do not present any validation method or use
other methods, especially the implementation of example applications to demonstrate the potential of a framework or middleware in the development of new context-aware solutions.
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5.9 RQ8: Research Opportunities
RQ8 is based on the analysis performed previously in other
RQs. In this subsection, it is sought to summarize a series of
common issues found in the analyzed works and to present
future directions of research:
1. Decentralized, extensible and fault-tolerant architectures. The literature review developed in this work identified several distributed architectures for context recognition suitable for smart environments like smart cities.
Smart cities contain a huge number of distributed context data sources. Context recognition architectures in
smart cities should be extensible. They should allow
the easy addition of new sensors and context inference
capabilities. They should also take advantage of new
paradigms such as fog and edge computing to decentralize context processing. Furthermore, these architectures can use fault-tolerance mechanisms to deal with
failures in nodes and make themselves resilient. However, only four of the analyzed architectures are decentralized, extensible, and fault-tolerant. Therefore, there
is a research gap in developing context recognition architectures in smart cities that incorporate these features
in a unique approach.
2. Resilience. Only seven of the 87 analyzed papers presented a resilient context recognition architecture. Most
of the works focused on dealing with distributed context
sources and how to manage context information. Recent
smart cities’ solutions use redundant physical sensors
deployed in an IoT infrastructure. New context recognition architectures in smart cities can take advantage of
this redundancy to provide resilient solutions. Furthermore, distributed solutions potentiate the development
of redundant nodes or agents that can substitute each
other in case of failure. Therefore, there is a research
opportunity to explore resilience in these architectures.
3. Context fusion. Sensors data fusion is an interesting approach in context recognition when multiple sensors
provide data about the same entity property. Techniques
like Dempster-Shafer Theory or filters can fusion these
data to improve the resulting context information. Advanced information fusion techniques can be applied
to fuse context information provided by distributed redundant or complementary context providers. However,
only 12% of the analyzed papers use data or information
fusion in context processing. It will take more effort to
explore data and information fusion techniques in context recognition applied to smart cities to reach a good
maturity level.
4. Security and privacy. Context-aware systems often deal
with users’ personal information. Distributed context
recognition should ensure some security and privacy
level so that the user’s data is not accessed for malicious purposes. Only ten of the analyzed works presented some approaches to their users’ data security or
privacy. Therefore, there is a research gap exploring security and privacy approaches for distributed context
recognition architectures in smart cities. The analyzed
works have applied techniques such as authentication
of users and applications, privacy policies specified in
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rules, data obfuscation, and cryptography. There is a
research opportunity to investigate further how these
and other methods can be applied in context recognition architectures to ensure security and privacy. There
are challenges involved in developing such solutions.
Resource-restricted devices such as smartphones and
wearables are extensively used in context recognition
solutions in smart cities. Privacy-preserving contextaware technologies are still an open subject for these
devices given that such solutions often impose to utilize computational expensive and energy harvesting algorithms (Yürür et al., 2014).

6 Threats to Validity
This mapping study addresses the following threats to validityAmpatzoglou et al. (2019):
• Adequacy of initial relevant publication identification
that is related basically to problems that might occur
when the researchers are building the search string and
problems that can arise from using very specific, too
broad, or not credible search engines. To mitigate this
threat, we started using a strategy to construct the search
string where we selected keywords from the research objectives and related synonyms. We also performed pilot
searches to train our search string and selected known
digital libraries (ACM, IEEE, Springer, and Scopus) to
perform the search for studies. The search outcomes
were documented in a spreadsheet using Google Sheets.
• Limited number of journals and conferences: to avoid
this threat, we use a broad search process in generic
search engines.
• Paper inaccessibility: the number of studies with missing full texts was low compared to the population (1.6%
of papers selected after the first filtering).
• Handling of duplicate articles: to mitigate this threat,
we excluded older duplicates with the same title, same
authors, same year, and same publication venue. We
also exclude older publications from the same authors
about the same approach.
• Inclusion/exclusion of grey literature: we exclude grey
literature and selected only papers published in conference proceedings and journals.
• Study inclusion/exclusion: the inclusion and exclusion
criteria were well defined and documented in the search
protocol. We used pilot iterations to revise these criteria.
All authors revised all criteria.
• Data extraction bias: to mitigate this threat, we perform
a random paper screening to cross-check data extraction.
• Bias of classification schema: we continuously updated
the classification schema, until it becomes stable. All
primary studies were classified in one or more classes
considering different aspects (such as architectural patterns and validation methods).
• Generalizability: to mitigate this threat, we applied a
broad search process without an initial start date. We
check other existing studies, and our findings comply
with the results presented by them. For example, our
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analysis of architectural patterns complies with the analysis presented by Roda et al. (2018) related to contextaware systems in general. Security and privacy lacking
support is also a result that complies with recent studies
that put them as open issues (Talari et al., 2017).

7

Conclusion

This paper presents a systematic mapping of distributed context recognition architectures suitable for use in the smart city
domain. We considered architectures that contain distributed
processing or that use physically distributed context sources.
The research’s main goal was to analyze such approaches,
provide an overview of state of art, and suggest directions
to the research community. The search for papers used four
search engines, and after two filterings, 87 papers were selected for analysis.
The results and analysis presented in Sect. 5 have contributed to identifying the research area and lead us to draw
some conclusions that are summarized below:
• The most used architectural patterns were multitier, multi-agent, layered, service-oriented, broker, and
client-server. Components, agents, layers, and services
can be deployed in distributed physical nodes to execute different reasoning mechanisms or obtain data
from nearby sensors. These architectural patterns allow
those modules to have cohesion and functional independence, contributing to the reuse of components and easier maintenance.
• Physical sensors are the primary source of raw context
data. These sensors are usually deployed in an IoT infrastructure, a smartphone, or a wearable device.
• Ontologies are the most used modeling approaches. In
distributed architectures, they allow a shared understanding of domain concepts and a high-level knowledge inferring.
• The analyzed architectures are, in general, extensible.
New sensors and other raw context data sources can be
easily aggregated. New context reasoning capabilities
can be added to the architectures on the fly as plugins.
• Decentralization, dynamic composition, resilience, and
data fusion are still less frequent concepts implemented
in context recognition architectures. They represent essential features that can significantly improve the robustness, scalability, and efficiency of these architectures.
Some open issues were identified from the analysis of the
papers and were detailed in 5.9. These issues are summarized
below.
• There is a research gap in developing architectures
that integrate decentralization, plugin support, and resilience. Resilience, in particular, is a feature present in
a few analyzed works.
• Data and information fusion techniques can improve
context recognition architectures in smart cities where
an increasing number of redundant and complementary
sensors are available. These techniques are present in a
few analyzed papers.
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• Security and privacy mechanisms are still lacking in
context recognition architectures. There is another research opportunity in the implementation of these mechanisms in future smart cities context recognition architectures.
Smart cities are a hot topic nowadays. The analysis presented in this paper will support future context recognition
architectures development in this domain. As future works,
we expect to investigate data and information fusion techniques suitable for distributed context recognition in smart
cities and develop an architecture that incorporates decentralization, plugin support, dynamic composition, resilience, and
data fusion.
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